REPORT OF THE VICE-PRESIDENT (STUDENT LIFE)

Date: September 13th

Bank Transition:
- Communication and Logistical Configuration of Who keeps an accounts/ How they keep/ What do they need/ How do we communicate i.e. internal and external logistics and groundwork
- Meetings with over 20-30 clubs about it
- Meetings with RBC & SSMU Internal
- Communication with Scotia

Building Space:
- Meetings with DPSLL, Building Directors, Organizations, Faculties to get space
- Communication with Student Groups
- Configuration and Priority for Needs
- Centralization and Logistical Details

Activities Night:
- Numbered Floor Plan with Allocated Positions Organization and Logistical Needs
- Booking and Setup in FieldHouse (Measurements/ Access/ Communication/ Access)
- Tables/ Chairs Bookings & Logistics
- Registration/ Communication
- Promotion - Business Cards + Reaching out to people + sponsors

Clubs:
- Cleaning of Club Masterlist and Streamlining Process
- Looking into and developing club interface on website and centralization of resources
- Trying to clean and improve communication

Services
- Cheque Requests/ Building Space/ Extra Needs/ 3471 Logistics

**Independent Student Groups**
- CKUT Board Meetings + Ecole Contract

**Mental Health**
- Study in Rez Mental Health Centered Cafe Setup & Meetings
- Mental Illness Awareness Week Setup (Oct 1st-5th)
- Centralized Mental Health/ Illness Resources Sheet

**Admin**
- Counselling Services Meetings
- Sexual Violence Work

**Best,**

Sophia Esterle
Vice-President (Student Life)